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MUSIC SELECTING APPARATUS AND 
METHOD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a music selecting apparatus and 

method which selects one of a plurality of music pieces. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
A well-known method to select a music piece preferred by 

a user of a plurality of music pieces involves extracting as data 
the physical characteristics of music pieces, classifying the 
plurality of music pieces in accordance with the extraction 
results, and using the result for music selection. As a method 
for obtaining physical characteristic data of each music piece, 
for example, a method for obtaining power spectrum data 
from music data is widely known (see Japanese Patent Appli 
cation Kokai No. 10-134549). A method for obtaining physi 
cal characteristic data through the patterning of time-series 
changes using an N-gram method, based on the frequency 
bandwidth and the length of the reproduced sound of the 
music piece and the musical score, is also known. 

However, in such conventional music selection methods, 
the physical characteristic data is not data which has a corre 
lation with the sensitivities of the user. Hence there is the 
problem that the music piece imagined by the user is not 
necessarily selected. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a music 
selecting apparatus and method capable of providing a music 
piece appropriate to the sensitivities of the user. 
A music selecting apparatus according to the present 

invention is an apparatus for selecting a music piece from a 
plurality of music pieces in accordance with an input opera 
tion, comprising: a ?rst storage device which stores, as data, 
a degree of chord change for each of the plurality of music 
pieces; a setting device which sets a sensitivity word for 
music selection in accordance with the input operation; and, 
a music selector which detects a music piece having a degree 
of chord change corresponding to the sensitivity word set by 
the setting device, in accordance with the chord change 
degree for each of the plurality of music pieces. 
A music selecting method according to the present inven 

tion is a method for selecting a music piece from among a 
plurality of music pieces in accordance with an input opera 
tion, comprising the steps of: storing, as data, a degree of 
chord change for each of the plurality of music pieces; setting 
a sensitivity word for music selection in accordance with the 
input operation; and, detecting a music piece having a degree 
of chord change corresponding to the set sensitivity word, in 
accordance with the chord change degree for each of the 
plurality of music pieces. 
A music selecting apparatus according to the present 

invention is an apparatus for selecting a music piece from 
among a plurality of music pieces in accordance with an input 
operation, comprising: a ?rst storage device which stores, as 
data, a characteristic value of at least one characteristic 
parameter for each of the plurality of music pieces; a setting 
device which sets a sensitivity word for music selection from 
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2 
among a plurality of sensitivity words, in accordance with the 
input operation; a second storage device which stores, as data, 
a correction value for each of the plurality of sensitivity 
words; a reading portion which reads, from the second stor 
age device, the correction value corresponding to the sensi 
tivity word for the music selection set by the setting device; a 
correction device which corrects the characteristic value of 
characteristic parameter for each of the plurality of music 
pieces in accordance with correction value read by the read 
ing portion to compute a sensitivity matching degree; a music 
selector which selects at least one music piece from among 
the plurality of music pieces, in accordance with the sensitiv 
ity matching degree for each of the plurality of music pieces, 
computed by the correction device; a matching judgment 
device which judges whether the at least one music piece 
selected by the music selector matches the sensitivity word 
for the music selection, in accordance with an input opera 
tion; a learning value storage device which computes a learn 
ing value in accordance with a result of the judgment by the 
matching judgment device, and stores the computed learning 
value in association with the sensitivity word for the music 
selection; and, a learning judgment device which judges, 
when the sensitivity word for the music selection is set by the 
setting device, whether the learning value corresponding to 
the sensitivity word for the music selection exist in the learn 
ing value storage device; and wherein when the learning value 
corresponding to the sensitivity word for the music selection 
is judged by the learning judgment device to be stored in the 
learning value storage device, the correction device corrects 
the characteristic value of characteri stic parameter for each of 
the plurality of music pieces in accordance with the stored 
learning value to compute the sensitivity matching degree. 
A music selecting method according to the present inven 

tion is a method for selecting a music piece from among a 
plurality of music pieces in accordance with an input opera 
tion, comprising the steps of: storing a characteristic value of 
at least one characteristic parameter as data for each of the 
plurality of music pieces; setting a sensitivity word for music 
selection from among a plurality of sensitivity words in 
accordance with the input operation; storing a correction 
value as data for each of the plurality of sensitivity words in a 
second storage device; reading the correction value corre 
sponding to the sensitivity word for the music selection from 
the second storage device; correcting characteristic value of 
characteristic parameters for each of the plurality of music 
pieces in accordance with the read correction value to com 
pute a sensitivity matching degree; selecting at least one 
music from among the plurality of music pieces in accor 
dance with the sensitivity matching degrees computed for 
each of the plurality of music pieces; judging whether the 
selected music piece matches the sensitivity word for the 
music selection, in accordance with the input operation; com 
puting a learning value in accordance with the judgment 
result, and storing the computed learning value in a learning 
value storage device in association with the sensitivity word 
for the music selection; judging whether the learning value 
corresponding to the sensitivity word for the music selection 
exists in the learning value storage device at the time the 
sensitivity word for the music selection is set; and, when it is 
judged that the learning value corresponding to the sensitivity 
word for the music selection is stored in the learning value 
storage device, correcting the characteristic value of charac 
teristic parameter for each of the plurality of music pieces in 
accordance with the stored learning value to compute the 
sensitivity matching degree. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the con?guration of a 
music selecting apparatus according to the present invention; 
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FIG. 2 shows a default database; 
FIG. 3 is a ?owchart showing music selection operation; 
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart showing the continuous portion of the 

music selection operation of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a ?owchart showing a learning routine; 
FIG. 6 is a ?owchart showing personal learning value com 

putation operation; 
FIG. 7 is a ?owchart showing another example of the 

learning routine; 
FIG. 8 is a ?owchart showing personal learning value com 

putation operation in the learning routine of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 shows a second personal learning value database 

having unmatched music data; and, 
FIG. 10 is a ?owchart showing a portion of music selection 

operation to which the learning routine of FIG. 7 is applied. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Below, embodiments of the invention are explained in 
detail, referring to the drawings. 

FIG. 1 shows a music selecting apparatus according to the 
present invention. The music selecting apparatus comprises a 
music input device 1, input operation device 2, data storing 
devices 3, 4 and 5, control device 6, display device 7, music 
reproducing device 8, digital-analog converter 9, and speaker 
10. 
The music input device 1 is connected to the control device 

6 and data storing device 3, and is a device for input of audio 
signals (for example, PCM data) of digitiZed music pieces to 
the music selecting apparatus.As the music input device 1, for 
example, a disc player which plays a disc such as CD, or a 
streaming interface which receives streaming music data, is 
employed. The input operation device 2 is a device operated 
by the user of the music selecting apparatus to input data and 
instructions. In addition to character keys and numeric keys, 
the input operation device 2 is provided with a “YES” key, a 
“NO” key, an “END” key, a “NEXT MUSIC” key, and other 
specialiZed keys. The output of the input operation device 2 is 
connected to the control device 6. The types of keys of the 
input operation device 2 are not necessarily limited to those 
described above. 

The data storing device 3, which is the third storage means, 
stores, as ?les, music data supplied from the music input 
device 1. Music data is data indicating the reproduced sounds 
of a music piece, and may be, for example, PCM data, MP3 
data, MIDI data, or similar. The music name, singer name, 
and other music information is stored for each music piece in 
the data storing device 3. Music data accumulated in the data 
storing device 3 corresponds to a plurality of music pieces 1 
through n (where n is greater than one). The data storing 
device 4 stores as a characteristic parameter database (?rst 
storage device), for each of the n music pieces for which 
music data is accumulated in the data storing device 3, char 
acteristic values for the degree of chord change (1), degree of 
chord change (2), degree of chord change (3), beat (number of 
beats per unit time), maximum beat level, mean amplitude 
level, maximum amplitude level, and the key, as characteristic 
parameters. The degree of chord change (1) is the number of 
chords per minute in the music piece; the degree of chord 
change (2) is the number of types of chords used in the music 
piece; and the degree of chord change (3) is the number of 
change points, such as discord, which change an impression 
of the music piece during the chord progression. 

Chords themselves have elements which may provide 
depth to a music piece, or impart a sense of tension to the 
listener, or similar. Further, a music piece may be provided 
with atmosphere through a chord progression. Chords having 
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4 
such psychological elements are optimal as music-character 
iZing quantities used by a music selecting apparatus to select 
music pieces through sensitivity words, and in addition to the 
simple characteristics of the melody, it is thought that the 
intentions of the composer, including the contents of the 
lyrics, may to some extent be re?ected therein; hence chords 
are employed as a portion of the characteristic parameters. 

In the data storing device 4, for each sensitivity word 
previously determined are stored, as the default database 
(second storage device), an average value and an unbiased 
variances for characteristic parameters, comprising the 
degree of chord change (1), degree of chord change (2), 
degree of chord change (3), beat, maximum beat level, mean 
amplitude level, maximum amplitude level, and the key. The 
average value and unbiased variance represent a characteris 
tic value for each of the characteristic parameters, as well as 
a correction value used for computation of a sensitivity 
matching degree. The average value and unbiased variance 
are described below. FIG. 2 shows, in a table, the average 
values and unbiased variances of each of the characteristic 
parameters for different sensitivity words, which are the con 
tents of the default database. In FIG. 2, Ma1 to Ma6, Mb1 to 
Mb6, and similar are average values, and Sa1 to Sa6, Sb1 to 
Sb6, and similar are unbiased variances. 

Here, the sensitivity word is a word expressing feelings felt 
when a listener listens to a music piece. Examples are “rhyth 
mical”, “gentle”, “bright”, “sad” “healing”, and “lonely”. 
A matched music database (fourth storage device) and 

unmatched music database (sixth storage device) are formed 
in the data storing device 5. In each of these databases is 
stored data for 50 music pieces for each sensitivity word. 
When music data for more than 50 music pieces is to be 
written, the new data is written while erasing the oldest data. 
Of course the number of music pieces stored for each sensi 
tivity word in the matched music database and in the 
unmatched music database is not limited to 50 music pieces, 
but may be a different number of music pieces. 
The control device 6 comprises for example a microcom 

puter, and performs music selection operation in accordance 
with an input operation by a user, described below. 
The display device 7 displays selection ?elds related to the 

control of the control device 6, the contents input to the music 
input device 1, and a list of music pieces presented to the user. 
The music reproducing device 8 reads music data for a 

music piece selected by the user from the data storing device 
3, and reproduces a digital audio signal in accordance with the 
read music data. The digital-analog converter 9 converts the 
digital audio signals reproduced by the music reproducing 
device 8 into analog audio signals, which are supplied to the 
speaker 10. 

Next, music selection operation in a music selection sys 
tem of this con?guration is explained. It is assumed that a 
single user uses the music selecting apparatus; in the case of 
a device used by a plurality of users, when starting the music 
selection operation, a user ID identifying the user must be 
input via the input operation device 2. This is in order to 
specify the user utiliZing personal learning values, described 
below. 
When music selection operation begins, the control device 

6 ?rst causes the display device 7 to display an image in order 
to request selection of a sensitivity word, as shown in FIG. 3 
and FIG. 4 (step S1). As sensitivity words for music selection, 
“rhythmical”, “gentle”, “bright”, “sad”, “healing”, “lonely”, 
and other items are displayed on the screen of the display 
device 7, and in addition an “other sensitivity word” items is 
displayed. At the same time, an instruction to select from 
among these displayed items is shown. The user can perform 
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an input operation through the input operation device 2 to 
select one of these sensitivity Words or another sensitivity 
Word in response to the display. After executing step S1, the 
control device 6 judges Whether there has been operation 
input (step S2). If there has been operation input, the control 
device 6 judges Whether one of the sensitivity Words dis 
played has been selected, in accordance With the output from 
the input operation device 2 (step S3). That is, a judgment is 
made as to Whether one sensitivity Word of the sensitivity 
Words displayed, or “other sensitivity Word”, has been 
selected. 

If one of the displayed sensitivity Words has been selected, 
the control device 6 captures the selected sensitivity Word 
(step S4), and judges Whether, for the selected sensitivity 
Word, there exist personal learning values (step S5). The 
personal learning values are the average value and unbiased 
variance, speci?c to the user, of each of the characteristic 
parameters for the selected sensitivity Word; the average val 
ues and unbiased variances are computed in a step described 
beloW, and stored in a personal-leaming value database (?fth 
storage device) in the data storing device 4. If personal leam 
ing values for the selected sensitivity Word do not exist in the 
data storing device 4, an average value and an unbiased vari 
ance for each of the characteristic parameters corresponding 
to the selected sensitivity Word are read from the default 
database (step S6). On the other hand, if personal learning 
values for the selected sensitivity Word exist in the data stor 
ing device 5, an image asking the user Whether to select a 
music piece using the personal learning values is displayed on 
the display device 7 (step S7). The user can perform an input 
operation on a “YES” key or a “NO” key using the input 
operation device 2, based on the display, to select Whether or 
not to use personal learning values. After execution of step S7, 
the control device 6 judges Whether there has been input 
operation of the “YES” key or of the “NO” key (step S8). If 
there is input operation of the “YES” key indicating that 
personal learning values are to be used, the average value and 
unbiased variance of each of the characteristic parameters 
corresponding to the selected sensitivity Word are read from 
the personal learning value database (step S9). If there is input 
operation of the “NO” key indicating that personal learning 
values are not to be used, processing proceeds to step S6, and 
the average value and unbiased variance of each of the char 
acteristic parameters corresponding to the selected sensitivity 
Word are read from the default database. 
Upon reading the average values and unbiased variances of 

each of the characteristic parameters in step S6 or in step S9, 
the control device 6 computes a sensitivity matching degree 
for each of the n music pieces (step S10). The sensitivity 
matching degree for the i-th music piece is computed as 
folloWs. 

In this formula, the degree of chord change (1) of the i-th 
music piece is a(i), the degree of chord change (2) of the i-th 
music piece is b(i), the degree of chord change (3) of the i-th 
music piece is c(i), the beat ofthe i-th music piece is d(i), the 
maximum beat level of the i-th music piece is e(i), the mean 
amplitude level of the i-th music piece is f(i), the maximum 
amplitude level of the i-th music piece is g(i), and the key of 
the i-th music piece is h(i). Assume that the selected sensitiv 
ity Word is A, and the average values and unbiased variances 
for this sensitivity WordA are Ma, Sa for the degree of chord 
change (1), Mb, Sb for the degree of chord change (2), Mc, Sc 
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6 
for the degree of chord change (3), Md, Sd for the beat, Me, Se 
for the maximum beat level, Mf, Sf for the mean amplitude 
level, Mg, Sg for the maximum amplitude level, and Mh, Sh 
for the key. 

Further, When computing the sensitivity matching degree, 
the units of numerical values differ depending on the charac 
teristic parameter, and so levels may be adjusted. In the for 
mula to compute the sensitivity matching degree, for 
example, the degree of chord change (1) may be computed as 
(100/ |a(i)—Ma|)><(l/ Sa), increasing the value by a factor of 
100.0ther degrees of chord change and the beat may similarly 
be increased by a factor of 100. 
Upon computing the sensitivity matching degree for each 

of n music pieces, the control device 6 makes up a music list 
shoWing music pieces in order of the greatest sensitivity 
matching degree (step S11), and causes the display device 7 to 
display an image shoWing this music list (step S12). The 
screen of the display device 7 shoWs music names, singer 
names, and other music information, read from the data stor 
ing device 3, and displayed With music pieces in the order of 
greatest sensitivity matching degree. 

There are cases in Which, in step S3, “other sensitivity 
Word” is selected; that is, the user desires a music piece Which 
conforms to a sensitivity Word other than the sensitivity Words 
prepared in advance. In such a case, the control device 6 
causes the display device 7 to display an image to request 
input of a sensitivity Word (step S13). The user can use the 
input operation device 2 to input, as text, any arbitrary sensi 
tivity Word, in accordance With the displayed instructions. 
After execution of step S13, the control device 6 judges 
Whether text has been input (step S14). If there has been input, 
the control device 6 captures and stores the input text as a 
sensitivity Word (step S15). The control device 6 uses the 
music pieces 1 through n for Which music data is accumulated 
in the data storing device 3 to make up a random music list 
(step S16), and then proceeds to the above step S12 and 
causes the display device 7 to display an image shoWing this 
music list. On the screen of the display device 7 are listed, in 
random order, the names, singers, and other music informa 
tion for the music pieces. 

The sensitivity Word captured at step S15 can be included 
in the sensitivity Words displayed at step S1 of the next music 
selection operation. 

After execution of step S12, the variable m is set to 1 (step 
S17), music data for the m-th music piece in the music list is 
read from the data storing device 3 and is supplied to the 
music reproducing device 8, to specify music reproduction 
(step S18). The music reproducing device 8 reproduces a 
digital signal on the music data for the m-th music piece thus 
supplied, and the digital signal is supplied to the digital 
analog converter 9. After conversion into analog audio signals 
in the digital-analog converter 9, reproduced sounds for the 
m-th music piece are output from the speaker 10. Thus, the 
user can listen to the reproduced sounds of the music piece. 
An image is displayed on the display device 7 to ask the 

user Whether or not to perform personal learning for the music 
piece being reproduced (step S19). The user can use the input 
operation device 2 to operate the “YES” key or the “NO” key, 
in accordance With the displayed contents, to select Whether 
or not to perform personal learning for the music piece being 
reproduced. After execution of step S19, the control device 6 
judges Whether there has been operation input of the “YES” 
key or of the “NO” key (step S20). If there has been input due 
to operation of the “YES” key, indicating that personal leam 
ing is to be performed, processing proceeds to the learning 
routine. 
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If there has been input of the “NO” key indicating that 
personal learning is not to be performed, the display device 7 
is caused to display an image asking the user Whether to 
proceed to reproduction of the next music piece on the list of 
music pieces, or Whether to halt music selection (step S21). 
By operating the input operation device 2 in accordance With 
the displayed contents, the user can begin reproduction of the 
next music piece on the displayed music list after the music 
piece currently being reproduced, or can halt music selection 
Without selecting another music piece. After execution of step 
S21, the control device 6 judges Whether there has been input 
operation of the “NEXT MUSIC” key (step S22). If there has 
not been input operation of the “Next music” key, the control 
device judges Whether there has been operation of the “END” 
key (step S23). 

If there has been input of the “NEXT MUSIC” key, the 
variable In is increased by 1 to compute the neW value of the 
variable In (step S24), and a judgment is made as to Whether 
the variable In is greater than the ?nal number MAX of the 
music list (step S25). If m>MAX, the music selection opera 
tion ends. On the occasion of this ending, the display device 
7 may be caused to display an image informing the user that 
music pieces have been reproduced up to the ?nal number of 
the music list. On the other hand, if m<MAX, processing 
returns to step S18 and the above operations are repeated. 

If there has been input of the “END” key, the music repro 
ducing device 8 is instructed to halt music reproduction (step 
S26). By this means music selection by the control device 6 
ends; but processing may also return to step S1. 
When execution of the above learning routine has been 

begun, the control device 6 ?rst causes the display device 7 to 
display an image to ask the user Whether the music piece 
currently being reproduced is a music piece Which matches 
the sensitivity Word Which has been selected or input, as 
shoWn in FIG. 5 (step S31). The user can use the input opera 
tion device 2 to input “YES” or “NO”, in accordance With the 
displayed contents, to select Whether or not the music piece 
being reproduced matches the sensitivity Word. After execu 
tion of step S26, the control device 6 judges Whether there has 
been input using either the “YES” key or the “NO” key (step 
S32). If there is input using the “YES” key, indicating that the 
music piece being reproduced matches the sensitivity Word, 
matched music data indicating this music piece is Written to 
the matched music database of the data storing device 5 (step 
S33). On the other hand, if there is input using the “NO” key, 
indicating that the music piece being reproduced does not 
match the sensitivity Word, the learning routine is ended and 
processing returns to the above step S21. 

After execution of step S33, the control device 6 judges 
Whether there is a sensitivity Word for Which the number of 
matched music pieces Written as matched music data to the 
matched music database has reached 10 music pieces (a pre 
determined number of music pieces) (step S34). If it is judged 
that there is a sensitivity Word for Which the number of 
matched music pieces is 10 music pieces or greater, matched 
music data is read from the matched music database of the 
data storing device 5, unmatched music data is read from a 
unmatched music database (step S35), and the read data is 
used to compute personal learning values using statistical 
processing (step S36). In step S34, the predetermined number 
of music pieces is stipulated to be 10 music pieces, but 
another value for the number of music pieces may be used. 

Computation of personal learning values is explained for a 
sensitivity Word A, for Which the number of matched music 
pieces has reached 10 or greater. As shoWn in FIG. 6, a 
characteristic value for each of the characteristic parameters 
(degree of chord change (1), degree of chord change (2), 
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8 
degree of chord change (3), beat (number of beats per unit 
time), maximum beat level, mean amplitude level, maximum 
amplitude level, and key) for each music piece indicated by 
the matched music data corresponding to the sensitivity Word 
A in the matched music database is read from the character 
istic parameter database of the data storing device 4 (step 
S51), and the average value Mave of the read characteristic 
values for each characteristic parameter are computed (step 
S52). Further, the unbiased variance S for each characteristic 
parameter is also computed (step S53). When computing the 
unbiased variance S of one characteristic parameter of the 
sensitivity Word A, if the music pieces indicated by the 
matched music data corresponding to the sensitivity Word A 
are M1 to Mj (Where for example SOZjZlO), and the char 
acteristic values of one characteristic parameter for the 
respective music pieces M1 to Mj are C1 to Cj, then the 
average value Mave of the characteristic values C1 to Cj for 
one characteristic parameter can be expressed by 

The unbiased variance S of a characteristic parameter of 
the sensitivity Word A can be expressed by 

The control device 6 Writes the average value Mave and 
unbiased variance S computed for each characteristic param 
eter into ?elds for the respective characteristic parameters 
corresponding to the sensitivity WordA in the personal leam 
ing value database (step S54). 

After thus computing personal learning values, the control 
device 6 returns to the above step S21, and continues opera 
tion as described above. 

Through this music selection operation, a music list con 
forming to a selected sensitivity Word can be presented to the 
user. Further, in music selection using personal learning val 
ues, as a user utiliZes this music selection system, it becomes 
possible to provide music pieces Which more closely conform 
to the sensitivities of the user. 

In the above embodiment, the degree of chord change (1), 
degree of chord change (2), degree of chord change (3), beat 
(number of beats per unit time), maximum beat level, mean 
amplitude level, maximum amplitude level, and the key are 
described as characteristic parameters, but others are pos 
sible. Also, the sensitivity matching degree may be computed 
for at only at least one of the three degrees of chord change (1) 
through (3). 

Further, degrees of chord change are not limited to the 
above-described number of chords per minute in the music 
piece, number of types of chords used in the music piece, and 
number of change points, such as discord, Which impart an 
impression of the music piece during the chord progression. 
For example, the amount of change in the chord root, or a 
change from a major chord to a minor chord, or the number of 
changes to other types of chords, can also be used as degrees 
of chord change. 

In the above-described embodiment, average values and 
unbiased variances are used as correction values, but other 
values may be used. In place of unbiased variances, for 
example, a multiplicative factor, variance or other Weighting 
value to correct a degree of chord change or other character 
istic value may be used. When using a variance in place of an 
unbiased variance, the variance of one characteristic param 
eter for sensitivity Word A as described above can be 
expressed by the folloWing equation. The unmatched music 
data for the music piece is Written to the unmatched music 
database of the data storing device 5 (step S34). 
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FIG. 7 shows another example of a learning routine in the 
above step S30. In this learning routine, if there is input 
operation of the “YES” key indicating a match of the music 
piece being reproduced in step S32 With a sensitivity Word, 
the control device 6 Writes matched music data indicating the 
music piece to the matched music database of the data storing 
device 5 (step S33); on the other hand, if there is input opera 
tion of the “NO” key indicating that the music piece being 
reproduced does not match the sensitivity Word, unmatched 
music data indicating the music piece is Written to the 
unmatched music database (sixth storage device) of the data 
storing device 5 (step S37), the learning routine is ended, and 
processing proceeds to the above step S21. 

After execution of step S33, the control device 6 judges 
Whether the number of matched music pieces Written as 
matched music data to the matched music database has 
reached 10 music pieces (a predetermined number of music 
pieces) (step S38). If the number of matched music pieces is 
judged to be 10 or greater, matched music data is read from 
the matched music database of the data storing device 5, 
unmatched music data is read from the unmatched music 
database (step S39), and the read data is used to compute 
personal learning values through statistical processing (step 
S40). In step S38, the predetermined number of music pieces 
is stipulated to be 10 music pieces, but of course a different 
value for the number of music pieces may be used. 

In the personal learning value computation of step S40, as 
shoWn in FIG. 8, an average value Mave and an unbiased 
variance S of a characteristic value for each characteristic 
parameter are computed for a sensitivity Word A using the 
matched music data, and these values are Written to the ?elds 
for the respective characteristic parameters corresponding to 
the sensitivity WordA in the personal learning value database 
(steps S51 to S54). Thereafter, a characteristic value for each 
of the characteristic parameters for each music piece indi 
cated by unmatched music data for the sensitivity Word A in 
the unmatched music database is read from the characteristic 
parameter database of the data storing device 4 (step S55), 
and the average value Mave' of characteristic values is com 
puted for each characteristic parameter using the unmatched 
music data (step S56). Also, the unbiased variance S' is com 
puted for each characteristic parameter using the unmatched 
music data (step S57). The methods for computing the aver 
age value Mave' and unbiased variance S' are similar to those 
used for the average value Mave and unbiased variance S. 

The control device 6 Writes the average value Mave' and 
unbiased variance S' computed for each characteristic param 
eter to the respective characteristic parameter ?elds corre 
sponding to the sensitivity Work A in the personal learning 
value database (step S58). The personal learning values com 
puted based on this unmatched music data are stored in a 
second personal learning value database (seventh storage 
device) as shoWn in FIG. 9. In FIG. 9, M'a1 to M'a6, M'b1 to 
M'b6, and so on are average values, and S'a1 to S'a6, S'b1 to 
S'b6, and so on are unbiased variances. Only the average 
values Mave' may be used as personal learning values for 
unmatched music data. 
When providing personal learning values for unmatched 

music data, When in music selection operation there is input 
operation of the “YES” key in step S8 indicating that personal 
learning values are to be used, as shoWn in FIG. 10, average 
values and unbiased variances are read from the personal 
learning value database for matched music data and for 
unmatched music data for each of the characteristic param 
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10 
eters corresponding to the selected sensitivity Word (step 
S61), and in addition, an unmatched correction value is com 
puted in accordance With at least one of the average value and 
unbiased variance for the unmatched music data (step S62). 
The unmatched correction value is computed by, for example, 
multiplying the average value by a coe?icient, or by multi 
plying the reciprocal of the unbiased variance by a coe?icient. 
The coe?icient is speci?ed for each of the characteristic 
parameters. 

After execution of step S62, the control device 6 computes 
a sensitivity matching degree for each of n music pieces (step 
S63). The sensitivity matching degree is computed using the 
folloWing equation. In this equation, ota, (XI), (1.0, otd, ote, otf, 
otg, 0th are unmatched correction values, computed in step 
S62, for the characteristic parameters, Which are the degree of 
chord change (1), degree of chord change (2), degree of chord 
change (3), beat (number of beats per unit time), maximum 
beat level, mean amplitude level, maximum amplitude level, 
and the key, respectively. 

The unmatched correction values (X21, otb, otc, (Xd, ote, otf, 
otg, ah act so as to reduce the sensitivity matching degree 
computed using matched music data based on personal leam 
ing values. 

In step S63, after computation of sensitivity matching 
degrees, processing proceeds to step S11 and a music list is 
made up, similarly to the music selection operation of FIG. 3. 
The method for computing the sensitivity matching degree 

is not limited to the above example. For example, the folloW 
ing equation may also be used in computation. Here (I is the 
standard deviation computed from characteristic values of 
matched music data. 

In the above embodiment, “rhythmical”, “gentle”, 
“bright”, “sad” “healing”, and “lonely” are selected sensitiv 
ity Words, but other sensitivity Words may be used. For 
example, “joyful” or other sensitivity Words may of course be 
used. 

Thus, according to the present invention, music pieces 
matching With the sensitivities of the user can be presented to 
the user, so that music selection by the user becomes easy. 

Also, according to the present invention, the sensitivities of 
the user relating to music selection are learned, so that music 
pieces more closely matching With those sensitivities can be 
provided to the user, and music selection by the user is made 
easy. 

This application is based on a Japanese Application No. 
2003 -350728 and No. 2004-095916 Which are hereby incor 
porated by reference. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A music selecting apparatus for selecting a music piece 

from a plurality of music pieces in accordance With an input 
operation, comprising: 

a ?rst storage device Which stores, as data, a degree of 
chord change for each of the plurality of music pieces; 
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a setting device Which sets a sensitivity Word for music 
selection from among a plurality of sensitivity Words 
Which are previously determined, in accordance With the 
input operation; and, 

a music selector Which detects a music piece having a 
degree of chord change corresponding to the sensitivity 
Word set by said setting device, in accordance With the 
chord change degree for each of the plurality of music 
pieces, 

Wherein said music selector includes: 
a second storage device Which stores, as data, a correction 

value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words; 
a reading portion Which reads, from said second storage 

device, the correction value corresponding to the sensi 
tivity Word set by said setting device; 

a correction device Which corrects the chord change degree 
for each of the plurality of music pieces in accordance 
With the correction value read by said reading portion to 
compute a sensitivity matching degree; and 

an indicating device Which indicates the plurality of music 
pieces in an order corresponding to the sensitivity 
matching degree computed for each of the plurality of 
music pieces by said correction device. 

2. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein said setting device includes an input device Which 
receives a sensitivity Word other than the plurality of sensi 
tivity Words in accordance With said input operation, and 
Wherein, When the sensitivity Word other than the plurality of 
sensitivity Words is received by said input device, said indi 
cating device indicates the plurality of music pieces in ran 
dom order. 

3. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein 

said ?rst storage device stores, as data, the chord change 
degree for each of the plurality of music pieces, and at 
least one characteristic parameter indicating a charac 
teri stic other than the chord change degree of for each of 
the plurality of music pieces; 

said setting device selects and sets, in accordance With the 
input operation, the sensitivity Word for the music selec 
tion from among a plurality of sensitivity Words Which 
are previously determined; and, 

said music selector includes: 
a second storage device Which stores, as data, a correction 

value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words, With 
respect to the chord change degree and the characteristic 
parameter; 

a reading portion Which reads, from said second storage 
device, the correction value With respect to the chord 
change degree and the characteristic parameter corre 
sponding to the sensitivity Word set by said setting 
device; 

a correction device Which corrects the chord change degree 
and the characteristic parameter for each of the plurality 
of music pieces in accordance With the correction values 
read by said reading portion, and obtains the sum of the 
correction results as a sensitivity matching degree; and, 

an indicating device Which indicates the plurality of music 
pieces, in an order corresponding to the sensitivity 
matching degree of each of the plurality of music pieces 
computed by said correction device. 

4. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein said indicating device includes a third storage device 
Which stores music data indicating a reproduced sound for 
each of the plurality of music pieces, and an audio output 
device Which reads music data from said third storage device 
in the order of music pieces corresponding to the sensitivity 
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12 
matching degree of each of the plurality of music pieces, and 
outputs a reproduced sound based on the read music data. 

5. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
further comprising: 

a matching judgment device Which judges, in accordance 
With an input operation, Whether a music piece indicated 
by said indicating device matches the sensitivity Word 
for the music selection; 

a fourth storage device Which stores, When the indicated 
music piece is judged to match the sensitivity Word for 
the music selection by said matching judgment device, 
the matched music piece in association With the sensi 
tivity Word for the music selection; 

a matched learning device Which computes a correction 
value corresponding to a sensitivity Word for Which the 
number of music pieces stored in said fourth storage 
device has become equal to or greater than a predeter 
mined number of music pieces, in accordance With the 
stored values of the chord change degree of the stored 
music pieces of equal to or greater than the predeter 
mined number; 

a ?fth storage device Which stores the correction value 
computed by said matched learning device With respect 
to the chord change degree, in association With each of 
the plurality of sensitivity Words; and, 

a learning judgment device Which judges Whether a cor 
rection value corresponding to the sensitivity Word set 
by said setting device exists in said ?fth storage device; 
and Wherein 

When said learning judgment device judges that the correc 
tion value corresponding to the sensitivity Word exist in 
said ?fth storage device, said reading portion reads the 
correction value corresponding to the sensitivity Word 
from said ?fth storage device, instead of from said sec 
ond storage device. 

6. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 5, 
Wherein said reading portion sWitches the reading of the 
correction value corresponding to the sensitivity Word from 
said second storage device to said ?fth storage device in 
accordance With an input operation. 

7. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 5, 
further comprising: 

a sixth storage device Which stores, When said matching 
judgment device judges that the indicated music piece 
does not match the sensitivity Word for the music selec 
tion, the unmatched music piece for each of the plurality 
of sensitivity Words; 

an unmatched learning device Which computes the correc 
tion value corresponding to a sensitivity Word for Which 
the number of music pieces stored in said fourth storage 
device is equal to or greater than a predetermined num 
ber, in accordance With the degrees of chord change in 
unmatched music pieces stored in said sixth storage 
device; and, 

a seventh storage device Which stores the correction value 
computed by said unmatched learning device With 
respect to the chord change degrees, in association With 
each of the plurality of sensitivity Words; and Wherein 

said correction device reads the correction value corre 
sponding to the sensitivity Word from said seventh stor 
age device, and corrects the sensitivity matching degree 
in accordance With the read correction value. 

8. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 3, 
further comprising: 
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a matching judgment device Which judges Whether a music 
piece indicated by said indicating device matches the 
sensitivity Word for the music selection, in accordance 
With an input operation; 

a fourth storage device Which stores, When said matching 
judgment device judges that the indicated music piece 
matches the sensitivity Word for the music selection, the 
matched music piece, With respect to the degree of chord 
change and the characteristic parameter, for each of the 
plurality of sensitivity Words; 

a matched learning device Which computes the correction 
value for each of the chord change degree and the char 
acteristic parameter corresponding to a sensitivity Word 
for Which the number of music pieces stored in said 
fourth storage device is equal to or greater than a prede 
termined number, in accordance With the stored values 
of the chord change degree and the characteristic param 
eter for the stored music pieces of equal to or greater than 
the predetermined number; 

a ?fth storage device Which stores the correction value 
computed by said matched learning device for each of 
the chord change degree and the characteristic param 
eters, in association With each of the plurality of sensi 
tivity Words; and, 

a learning judgment device Which judges Whether correc 
tion values corresponding to the sensitivity Word set by 
said setting device exist in said ?fth storage device; and 
Wherein 

When said learning judgment device judges that a correc 
tion value corresponding to the sensitivity Word exist in 
said ?fth storage device, said reading portion reads the 
correction value corresponding to the sensitivity Word 
from said ?fth storage device instead of from said sec 
ond storage device. 

9. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the chord change degree is at least one of the number 
of chords per minute in a music piece, the number of types of 
chords used in the music piece, and the number of change 
points each of Which changes an impression of the music 
piece such as discord during the chord progression. 

10. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the plurality of sensitivity Words are “rhythmical”, 
“gentle”, “bright”, “sad” “healing”, and “lonely”. 

11. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 3, 
Wherein the at least one characteristic parameter is any of a 
beat, a maximum beat level, an average amplitude level, a 
maximum amplitude level, and a key, of the music piece. 

12. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 1, 
Wherein the correction value includes an average value and an 
unbiased variance of the chord change degrees. 

13. A music selection method for selecting a music piece 
from among a plurality of music pieces in accordance With an 
input operation, comprising the steps of: 

storing, as data, a degree of chord change for each of the 
plurality of music pieces; 

setting a sensitivity Word for music selection in accordance 
from among a plurality of sensitivity Words Which are 
previously determined, in accordance With the input 
operation; and, 

detecting a music piece having a degree of chord change 
corresponding to the set sensitivity Word, in accordance 
With the chord change degree for each of the plurality of 
music pieces, 

Wherein [said music selector] the music piece detecting 
step includes: 

[a second storage device Which stores, as data, a correction 
value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words;] 
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14 
a reading [portion Which reads,] step for reading from [said 

second] a storage device, [the] a correction value corre 
sponding to the sensitivity Word set [by said setting 
device] in the setting step, the storage device storing, as 
data, a correction value for each of the plurality of 
sensitivity words; 

a correction [device Which corrects] step for correcting the 
chord change degree for each of the plurality of music 
pieces in accordance With the correction value read [by 
said reading portion] in the reading step to compute a 
sensitivity matching degree; and 

an indicating [device Which indicates] step for indicating 
the plurality of music pieces in an order corresponding 
to the sensitivity matching degree computed for each of 
the plurality of music pieces [by said correction device] 
in the correction step. 

14. A music selecting apparatus for selecting a music piece 
from among a plurality of music pieces in accordance With an 
input operation, comprising: 

a ?rst storage device Which stores, as data, a characteristic 
value of at least one characteristic parameter for each of 
the plurality of music pieces; 

a setting device Which sets a sensitivity Word for music 
selection from among a plurality of sensitivity Words, in 
accordance With the input operation; 

a second storage device Which stores, as data, a correction 
value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words; 

a reading portion Which reads, from said second storage 
device, the correction value corresponding to the sensi 
tivity Word for the music selection set by said setting 
device; 

a correction device Which corrects the characteristic value 
of characteristic parameter for each of the plurality of 
music pieces in accordance With correction value read 
by said reading portion to compute a sensitivity match 
ing degree; 

a music selector Which selects at least one music piece from 
among the plurality of music pieces, in accordance With 
the sensitivity matching degree for each of the plurality 
of music pieces, computed by said correction device; 

a matching judgment device Which judges Whether the at 
least one music piece selected by said music selector 
matches the sensitivity Word for the music selection, in 
accordance With an input operation; 

a learning value storage device Which computes a learning 
value in accordance With a result of the judgment by said 
matching judgment device, and stores the computed 
learning value in association With the sensitivity Word 
for the music selection; and, 

a learning judgment device Which judges, When the sensi 
tivity Word for the music selection is set by said setting 
device, Whether the learning value corresponding to the 
sensitivity Word for the music selection exist in said 
learning value storage device; and Wherein 

When the learning value corresponding to the sensitivity 
Word for the music selection is judged by said learning 
judgment device to be stored in said learning value stor 
age device, said correction device corrects the charac 
teristic value of characteristic parameter for each of the 
plurality of music pieces in accordance With the stored 
learning value to compute the sensitivity matching 
degree. 

15. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 14, 
Wherein said learning value storage device includes: 

a fourth storage device Which stores, When said matching 
judgment device judges that the selected music piece 
matches the sensitivity Word for the music selection, the 
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matched music piece in association With the sensitivity 
Word for the music selection; 

a matched learning device Which computes the learning 
value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words in 
accordance With the characteristic value of the charac 
teristic parameter for each of the music pieces stored in 
said fourth storage device When the number of music 
pieces stored in said fourth storage device is equal to or 
greater than a predetermined number; 

a ?fth storage device Which stores the learning value com 
puted by said matched learning device With respect to 
the characteristic parameter, in association With each of 
the plurality of sensitivity Words; 

a sixth storage device Which stores, When said matching 
judgment device judges that the selected music piece 
does not match the sensitivity Word for the music selec 
tion, the unmatched music piece in association With the 
sensitivity Word for the music selection; 

an unmatched learning device Which computes the leam 
ing value for each of the plurality of sensitivity Words in 
accordance With the characteristic value of the charac 
teristic parameter for each of the music pieces stored in 
said ?fth storage device When the number of music 
pieces stored in said fourth storage device is equal to or 
greater than a predetermined number; and 

a seventh storage device Which stores the learning value 
computed by said unmatched learning device With 
respect to the characteristic parameter, in association 
With each of the plurality of sensitivity Words. 

16. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 14, 
Wherein said correction device includes a user judgment 
device, When said learning judgment device judges that the 
learning value corresponding to the sensitivity Word is stored 
in said learning value storage device, Which judges, in accor 
dance With an input operation, Whether the learning value 
stored in said learning value storage device is to be used in 
music selection, and, When said user judgment device judges 
that the learning value stored in said learning value storage 
device is to be used in music selection, said correction device 
corrects the characteristic value of characteristic parameter 
for each of the plurality of music pieces in accordance With 
the stored learning value to compute the sensitivity matching 
degree. 

17. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 15, 
Wherein said correction device reads the learning value cor 
responding to the sensitivity Word for the music selection 
from said ?fth storage device, and reads the learning value 
corresponding to the sensitivity Word for the music selection 
from said seventh storage device; and, 

corrects the characteristic value of the characteristic 
parameter for each of the plurality of music pieces in 
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accordance With the learning value read from said ?fth 
storage device to compute a basic degree of sensitivity 
matching, and corrects the basic degree in accordance 
With the learning value read from said seventh storage 
device to obtain the sensitivity matching degree. 

18. The music selecting apparatus according to claim 14, 
Wherein the at least one characteristic parameter is any of a 
degree of chord change, a beat, a maximum beat level, an 
average amplitude level, a maximum amplitude level, and a 
key, of the music piece. 

19. A music selection method for selecting a music piece 
from among a plurality of music pieces in accordance With an 
input operation, comprising the steps of: 

storing a characteristic value of at least one characteristic 
parameter as data for each of the plurality of music 
pieces; 

setting a sensitivity Word for music selection from among 
a plurality of sensitivity Words in accordance With the 
input operation; 

storing a correction value as data for each of the plurality of 
sensitivity Words in a second storage device; 

reading the correction value corresponding to the sensitiv 
ity Word for the music selection from said second storage 
device; 

correcting characteristic value of characteristic parameters 
for each of the plurality of music pieces in accordance 
With the read correction value to compute a sensitivity 
matching degree; 

selecting at least one music from among the plurality of 
music pieces in accordance With the sensitivity match 
ing degrees computed for each of the plurality of music 
pieces; 

judging Whether the selected music piece matches the sen 
sitivity Word for the music selection, in accordance With 
the input operation; 

computing a learning value in accordance With the judg 
ment result, and storing the computed learning value in 
a learning value storage device in association With the 
sensitivity Word for the music selection; 

judging Whether the learning value corresponding to the 
sensitivity Word for the music selection exists in said 
learning value storage device at the time the sensitivity 
Word for the music selection is set; and, 

When it is judged that the learning value corresponding to 
the sensitivity Word for the music selection is stored in 
said learning value storage device, correcting the char 
acteristic value of characteristic parameter for each of 
the plurality of music pieces in accordance With the 
stored learning value to compute the sensitivity match 
ing degree. 


